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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a scheme for providing anonymous channel service in wireless communications. By this service, many
interesting applications, such as electronic elections, anonymous group discussions, with user identification confidential can be easily
realized. No one can trace a sender’s identification and no one but the authority centre can distinguish an anonymous message from a
normal message when a user uses the anonymous channel. The user anonymity in our scheme is neither based on any trusted authority nor on
the cooperation of all potential senders. Our scheme can be easily applied to existing wireless systems, such as GSM and CDPD, without
changing their underlying structures.q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many applications, such as electronic voting schemes [1–
3], anonymous group discussions, can be easily realized
using anonymous channels [4,5]. In wireline networks,
several anonymous channel protocols [4–6] have been
proposed. Themix-net approach is used in Refs. [4,6] to
realize a sender untraceable e-mail system. In themix-net
approach, the encrypted messages are sent to a mix agent
who will disarrange all received messages, hold the
encrypted messages for some random time and send them
to the next agent. Finally, the last agent will send the
encrypted messages to their destinations. The basic assump-
tion of themix-netapproach is that at least one mix agent is
honest. Pfitzmann [7] shows several attacks on the anon-
ymous channels proposed in Ref. [6]. Thedc-netmethod
based on the Dining Cryptographers Problem is used in Ref.
[5] to achieve a sender untraceable e-mail system which is
unconditionally or cryptographically secure depending on
whether it is based on one-time keys or on keys generated by
public key distribution systems or pseudo-random number
generators. In adc-netscheme without a trusted authority,
every pair of potential senders must share a secret key. To
send an anonymous message, all potential senders must
transmit the message bit by bit. In theith bit transmission,
each potential sender outputs the sum (modulo two) of all

the ith bits of the keys he shares. If a sender wishes to
transmit the bit ‘1’, he inverts his output. Since every secret
bit contributes exactly twice, if only one participant trans-
mits the bit ‘1’, the total sum (modulo two) of all partici-
pants’ outputs must be one. If the message includes some
redundancy information, anyone can detect collision of
messages. When the sender detects a collision, he can
retransmit his message after a period of time. In thedc-net
method, it does not need any trusted mix-agent, but all
potential senders must participate in the mail system when
someone is delivering a message.

The most important and popular wireless systems are
cellular systems, such as AMPS and GSM [8]. The first
generation cellular systems, such as AMPS, are primarily
aimed at voice communications. There is a growing need for
wireless communication systems to provide data services,
such as e-mail, fax, etc. for mobile units. The Cellular Digi-
tal Packet Data (CDPD) system [9] is designed to provide
data services in an overlap to AMPS. It is designed to make
use of cellular channels that are not being used for voice
traffic. Another cellular system, the global systems for
mobile communication systems (GSMs) used in European
and some Asian countries, is designed to provide secure
digital services such as user authentication, traffic confiden-
tial and key distribution.

In wireless communications, due to the lack of associa-
tion between a user and a particular location, it makes it
easier for an illegal user to attempt fraudulent acquisition
of service. Thus, user authentication and the anonymous
channel service must be addressed simultaneously. For
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accounting purpose, before the service provider provides an
anonymous channel service to a user, user authentication
must be considered in advance. In wireless channels, user
anonymity and user authentication have rarely been
addressed simultaneously. Many schemes [10–16] have
considered user identification confidential against outsiders
but not against the service provider.

In wireless communications, it is easier to realize anon-
ymous channels due to roaming, dynamic channel assign-
ment and broadcasting [8,9]. In this paper, we propose an
efficient anonymous channel in wireless environments, such
that, it can be easily applied to the existing wireless systems.
In our scheme, no one can trace a sender’s identification and
no one but thehome servicedomain can distinguish an
anonymous message from a normal message when a user
uses the anonymous channel. The user anonymity in our
scheme is neither based on any trusted authority like in
Ref. [4] nor on the cooperation of all potential senders [5].
In the downlink channels (base station to mobile station),
our scheme uses a secret key cryptosystem to encrypt the
transmission message but in the uplink channels (mobile
station to base station), it uses a public key cryptosystem
to preserve the message privacy. The reason for our scheme
to use public key encipher functions instead of secret key
encipher functions in the uplink channel is to preserve the
privacy of the subscriber’s identification.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we describe a high-level system architecture for
GSM and CDPD-like wireless communication systems. In
Section 3, we briefly describe blind signatures and low-cost
public key message encryption algorithms used in our proto-
col. Based on the high-level system architecture, we propose
our anonymous channel and authentication scheme in
Section 4. The security issues of this scheme are examined
in Section 5. Then we discuss the implementation issues in
Section 6. Finally, a concluding remark is given in Section
7.

2. System architecture

In this section, we describe a high-level system architec-
ture for GSM and CDPD-like wireless communication
systems. In this architecture, a mobile station (MS) will
communicate with a base station (BS), which comprising
the radio equipment and small switch functions. The BS
links the mobile service switching centre (MSC) with the
MSs. The MSC, which performs the switching functions for
MSs and allocates radio resources, can connect to other
MSCs or the existing wireline networks, such as PSTN,
B-ISDN, etc. via wireline networks. The MSC also connects
to a dedicated authentication centre (AUC) which performs
the authentication for each call attempt made by an MS.

BSs, MSCs and the AUC collectively form a service
domain (SD). For simplicity, we will treat MSCs and the
AUC as an integrated logical entity. Any data manipulation

in an SD must be done in the logical entity, and all BSs will
not keep any important secret data. The functions of BSs are
just data receiving and transmission. Any user who plans to
acquire a wireless service has to register himself with an SD
and becomes a subscriber to this SD. The SD that a user
registered with is referred to as hishomeSD (HSD), and
other SDs that the user visits are hisvisiting SDs (VSDs).
The SDs do not have to trust each other, so they do not have
to share any private information of their own subscribers. In
each SD, the network topology of BSs and the MSC is a star
network. Each BS only connects to its MSC. An MS can
communicate with the current MSC via the nearest BS by
radio. The MSCs can communicate with other MSCs, exist-
ing B-ISDN or Internet by the wireline networks.

3. Blind signature and low-cost public key message
encryption

3.1. Secure blind signature schemes

The concept of blind signatures was proposed by Chaum
[17]. It is an interactive protocol that involves two kinds of
participants, a signer and a set of requesters. It allows a
requester to obtain signatures on messages he provides to
the signer without revealing these messages. A distinguish-
ing property required by a typical blind signature scheme
[1,17–19] is the so-called “unlinkability”, which ensures
that a requester can prevent the signer from deriving the
exact correspondence between the actual signing process
performed by the signer and the signature which is later
made public. The blind signatures can realize the secure
electronic payment systems [20,21] protecting customers’
anonymity, and the secure voting schemes [1–3] preserving
voters’ privacy. In a distributed environment, every signed
blind message can be thought as a fixed amount of electro-
nic money in secure electronic payment systems, or as a
ticket in applications such as secret voting schemes. The
security of the blind signature schemes proposed in Refs.
[1,17] is based on the hardness of factorization [22] and that
of the schemes proposed in Refs. [18,19] is based on the
hardness of the computing discrete logarithm [23].

Any secure and efficient blind signature scheme can be
applied to our proposed scheme. For simplicity, we adopt
the RSA blind signature scheme [17] as an example. The
RSA blind signature scheme is illustrated as follows. Letm
be a message to be signed,sbe the signature ofmandx ;n y
denotex� y modn :

1. The requester sends to the signer a messagem0 ;n mbe
;

�e;n� is the public key of the signer andb is a random
number chosen by the requester such that gcd�b;n� � 1:

2. Upon receiving the messagem0, the signer generates its
signatures0 ;n �m0�d with his secret keyd. Then he
sends the messages0 back to the requester.

3. Upon receiving the messages0, the requester can obtain
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signature s for m by computing s ;n s0b21 ;n

�mbe�db21 ;n md
:

The signer cannot derivem from m0 sincem0 is trans-
formed by the unknown random numberb . In contrast the
requester, knowing the valueb , can compute the signatures
of the messagem from the messages0. To verify the signa-
ture s, one simply computesm ;n se ;n med and checks if
m has some redundancy information. Ifm has no proper
redundancy, a secure public one-way hashing functionf
can be applied tom for preventing the multiplicative attack.
To verify the signatures ;n f �m�d on m without redun-
dancy, one must sendm along with s to the verifier. The
verifier can check iff �m� ;n se

:

3.2. Low-cost public key encryption algorithm

For achieving the low-cost computations in mobile units,
the subscriber encrypts his messages by modified RSA
encryption schemes [24,25]. For simplicity, we use Rabin’s
scheme [24] in our protocol to encrypt subscriber’s
messages. Rabin’s scheme is illustrated as follows. Every
useri randomly chooses his secret key (pi,qi), wherepi andqi

are two large strong primes, such thatpi ;4 qi ;4 3; and
publishes his public keyni, whereni � piqi : For sending a
secret messagem to useri, anyone can encrypt the message
by computingc ;ni

m2 and sending the ciphertextc to user
i. With the information of the secret key (pi,qi), useri can
efficiently decrypt the ciphertext asm ;ni

��
c
p

: Rabin proved
that computingmgivenc andni is as difficult as factoringni.
Although Rabin’s encryption function is not one-to-one (it
is four-to-one), if we add some redundancy information to
the message, the user with the secret key can decrypt the
ciphertext and choose the correct plaintext. Since Rabin’s
scheme only needs one modulo multiplication to encrypt a
message, it is especially suitable for mobile units with low-
computation capability.

4. The proposed scheme

In this section, an authentication scheme for an anony-
mous channel is presented. A typical session of the scheme
involves a subscriber, his HSD and the VSD from where the
subscriber requests the service. The communication
between the subscriber and his VSD is via wireless commu-
nications. The VSD can communicate with the HSD via a
high-speed wireline network. The scheme consists of three
protocols: the ticket issuing protocol, the authentication
protocol and the ticket renewal protocol. In our scheme, if
a subscriber plans to send an anonymous message, he first
requests a blind ticket from his HSD using the ticket issuing
protocol. Then he can use the ticket in the authentication
protocol. If the lifetime of the ticket expires, the subscriber
can revive the lifetime of the ticket via the ticket renewal
protocol. For accounting purpose, the HSD keeps a ticket

database to check if the requested ticket is out of money or
expires.

The underlying assumptions of these protocols are that:

(a) there exists a secure blind signature scheme [1,17–
19];
(b) there exists a secure asymmetric cryptosystem
[22,24,25];
(c) there exist a secure symmetric cryptosystem [26,27]
and a secure one-way hash function [28,29]; and
(d) no one can derive the origin of any message in the
underlying mobile communication systems [8,9].

In our protocol, for simplicity, we use the RSA blind
signature scheme as an example to generate blind tickets
in the ticket issuing protocol. Any secure and efficient
blind signature scheme can apply to our scheme. For achiev-
ing the low-cost computations in mobile units, the subscri-
ber encrypts his messages by modified RSA encryption
schemes [24,25].

In symmetric cryptosystems, if the secret keys are not
known, it requires a great deal of processing in order to
derive the plaintext from a ciphertext. For example, The
well-known differential attack on DES [30] requires 247

operations for a “chosen plaintext” attack.
Due to the roaming, dynamic channel assignment and

broadcasting features of mobile communications, if a
subscriber broadcasts a message without describing his
identification in the uplink channel and the entropy of the
potential subscribers’ identifications are greater than zero,
no one can determine anything about the correspondence
between the message and the subscriber. If the anonymous
channel service is requested by very few subscribers in a
short period of time, the identification of a subscriber can
still be tracked. We assume that there are many subscribers
randomly requesting anonymous channel services in some
period of time.

Let S denote a subscriber,V denote the current VSD
of S, H denote the HSD ofS and X! Y : Z denote
that a senderX sends a messageZ to a receiverY. Also,
let Kvh be the secret key shared byH and V, HID be
H’s identification number, {m} er

denote the ciphertext
of m encrypted using Rabin’s public keyer, (m)k denote
the ciphertext ofm encrypted using the secret keyk of
some secure symmetric cryptosystem and “·” denote the
conventional string concatenation operator. Letf be a
secret one-way function known only byH and h be a
public one-way function.H has RSA keysnh, eh and dh,
wherenh andeh are the public keys anddh is the correspond-
ing secret key, Rabin’s public key,er, and the corresponding
secret keyspr andqr, wherepr andqr are two large strong
primes, such thatpr ;4 qr ;4 3; ander � pr p qr : Let IDi be
a unique identification of subscriberi. Upon registration,
every subscriberi shares a secret keyf(Keyi), whereKeyi

is a unique public number for subscriberi, with his HSD
and keeps �IDi ; f �Keyi�;er ;nh;eh;h� �� in his handset
(mobile unit).
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4.1. The ticket issuing protocol

BeforeScan send an anonymous message via the wireless
channel, he must purchase a blind ticket fromH. This ticket
will be used as the authentication ticket and the hash value
of the ticket will be used as the secret key shared withH
when S uses the anonymous channel. The protocol is as
follows:

Step 1: S! V : HID;N1; { IDi ;C;Certi ;T1} er

Step 2: V ! H : { IDi ;C;Certi ;T1} er
;N2

Step 3: H ! V : �G;N2�Kvh

Step 4: V ! S : N1;T

In step 1,S sends hisHID, a nonceN1, his IDi, a blind
messageC , his authentication informationCerti and a time-
stampT1 to V, where

C � beh�Tkt�modnh �gcd�b; nh� � 1; 1 , b , nh;

and Certi � �T1; g�f �Keyi ��;
�1�

whereg is a random number for preventing the guessing
attack since the entropy of the time stampT1 may be small
andb is the blind factor of the blind signature. The time-
stamp T1 will be used for accounting check such that
any malicious person cannot replay the message
{ IDi ;C;Certi ;T1} er

to fool H. If a nonceN0 is used instead
of the time stampT1, H must keep all old nonces for prevent-
ing the replay attack. The blind ticket informationTkt�
RD·d·lifetimecontains a redundancy stringRD, the begin-
ning of a ticket lifetime and a random numberd for increas-
ing the entropy of the messageTkt. All messages, except
HID andN1, will be encrypted by theH’s Rabin’s public key
for privacy. In step 2,V simply passes a nonceN2 and the
received encrypted message toH.

Upon receiving the message in step 2,H first decrypts the
message and then checks ifS’s identification is valid by
verifying if T1 is in the content of the certificateCerti and
T1 has not been presented before. If yes,H signs the blind
ticket by computing

G � �C�dh modnh �2�
and deducts a fixed amount of money fromS’s account.
Then he sends the signed ticket�G;N2�Kvh

back toV. For
simplicity we will take the size ofunhu to be 512 bits in our
discussion. For verifying the signature signed byH, we can
define a valid signature space as

R � { RD·x·yuRD� 0256
; x [ {0 ;1}224

; uyu � 32; y 1 T

$ Current $ y} ; �3�
whereCurrent is the current time when the verifier receives
the ticket,T the length of the duration that the ticket is valid,
x a random number to increase the entropy ofR for
preventing the guessing attack andy the beginning of a
ticket lifetime.

Upon receiving the message in step 3,V checks if the
nonceN2 is in the encrypted message. If yes,V then simply
broadcasts the received blind ticketG andN1 to S via the
wireless channel. The nonceN1 will be used as the indicator
of the blind ticketG so thatScan seizeG from the downlink
channel. Upon receiving the blind ticket,S can obtain the
real ticket by computing

Ksh� b21G modnh � �Tkt�dh modnh �4�
and verify the validity of the ticket by checking if
�Ksh�eh modnh � Tkt:

4.2. The authentication protocol

After receiving the ticket fromV, S can use it as an
authentication ticket when he requests an anonymous chan-
nel service. When the first anonymous call is made,H will
assign a pseudo-account (PA), which contains a pseudo-
account ID and the volume of this account, to this ticket.
This ticket can be used until the volume of its associatedPA
becomes empty or the ticket expires. The following protocol
is the ith anonymous call with respect to this ticket:

Step 1: S! V : HID;N3; { Ksh; ri} er

Step 2: V ! H : { Ksh; ri} er
;N4

Step 3: H ! V : �Ki ; ri ;PA; lifetime;N4�Kvh

Step 4: V ! S : N3; �Ii ; ri�Ki

In step 1,Ssends hisHID, a nonceN3 and the encrypted
message {Ksh; ri} er

to V. The encrypted message includes
the authentication ticketKsh and theith random challengeri.
The challengeri is used for computing theith session keyKi

and checking freshness. In step 2,V sends the received
message {Ksh; ri} er

and a nonceN4 to H.
Upon receiving the message in step 2,H first decrypts the

message, and then checks if�Ksh�eh ;nh
��Tkt�dh�eh ;nh

Tkt [ R; where the valid ticket domainR is defined in (3)
andri has not been presented before.H rejects the ticket if it
is not valid. If the ticket expires,H rejects it. If it is valid and
has not been presented before,H assigns a newPA to this
ticket. Otherwise,H retrieves thePA corresponding to this
ticket from the ticket database. Each entry of the ticket
database contains the volume of each pseudo-account,PA,
the ticket,Tkt, and the expiredTkt0 if it exists. If the volume
of PA is not empty, then he computes the session keyKi �
h�Ksh·ri�; and sends the message�Ki ; ri ;PA; lifetime;N4�Kvh

back toV.
Upon receiving the message in step 3,V decrypts the

message and checks if the nonceN4 is in it for freshness
checking. If yes,V generates a pseudo-identification number
I i for this call and encryptsI i and the challengeri with the
session keyKi. Then he sends the messageN3�Ii ; ri�Ki

back
to S. The nonceN3 will be used as the indicator of this call
response so thatS can seize the message�Ii ; ri�Ki

from the
downlink channel.

After receiving the encrypted message,S then obtainsIi

by the session keyKi, which can be computed byKi �
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h�Ksh·ri�; and verifies the freshness of the message from the
challenge ri. Then he can use the pseudo-identification
number Ii and the session keyKi to send anonymous
messages until the volume ofPA is empty. After the subscri-
ber completes the anonymous message transmission,V can
send (PA, ri, Costi) to H via a secure channel for deducting
the costCosti, whereCosti is the cost of this anonymous call.

4.3. The ticket renewal protocol

If the lifetime of the requested ticket expires,Scan askH
to revalidate the ticket lifetime.1 The protocol is similar to
the ticket issuing protocol except the authentication
messageIDi ;Certi is replaced by the expired ticketKsh.
Note thatS does not have to send another stampT2 to H.
The reason is that if any malicious person replays the
encrypted message to foolH, he can neither derive
the expired ticket nor any new ticket without knowing the
expired ticket since the expired ticket is encrypted by H’s
public key er and the new ticket is encrypted by the key
h(Ksh) which can be computed only byS or H, andH will
not deduct any money fromS. If any malicious person
replay the messageHID;N5; { Ksh;Tkt0} er

to fool H, H can
find thatKsh;Tkt0 is in the ticket database and just ignore it.
The protocol is described as follows:

Step 1: S! V : HID;N5; { Ksh;Tkt0} er

Step 2: V ! H : { Ksh;Tkt0} er
;N6

Step 3: H ! V : ��K 0sh�h�Ksh�;N6�Kvh

Step 4: V ! S : N5; �K 0sh�h�Ksh�

In step 1,Ssends hisHID, a nonceN5 and the encrypted
message {Ksh;Tkt0} er

to V. The encrypted message includes
the expired ticketKsh and the new ticket contentsTkt0 �
RD·d 0·lifetime0; where lifetime0 is the new ticket lifetime
andd 0 is another random number. In step 2,V simply passes
the received encrypted message and a nonceN6 to H.

Upon receiving the message in step 2,H first decrypts the
message, and then computes�Ksh�eh modnh � Tkt and
checks if the redundancy informationRD is in the message
Tkt. If yes and the expired ticket has been used, he signs the
new ticket K 0sh� �Tkt0�dh modnh; and carries over the
expired ticket to the new ticket in the ticket database. If
yes and the expired ticket has not been used, he also signs
the new ticketK 0sh and adds a new entry containing the
expired ticket and the new ticket to the ticket database.
Then he sends the encrypted message��K 0sh�h�Ksh�;N6�Kvh

back toV.
Upon receiving the message in step 3,V checks ifN6 is in

the encrypted message. If yes, he broadcasts the message
N5; �K 0sh�h�Ksh� via the wireless channel. The nonceN5 will be
used as the indicator of this call response so thatScan seize
the encrypted ticket�K 0sh�h�Ksh� from the downlink channel.

Upon receiving the encrypted message,Scan obtain the new
ticket K 0sh by decrypting the message�K 0sh�h�Ksh�:

5. Security considerations

5.1. Protocol verification

To model all aspects of a cryptographic protocol by a
particular formal method is extremely difficult, and thus it
is unlikely that any formal method will be able to detect or
prevent all types of protocol flaws. The best we can hope for
is that it will be able to guarantee that the protocol is correct
under a certain well-defined set of assumptions. Among the
many formal methods [31–34] for cryptographic protocol
analysis, methods based on communicating state machine
models and methods based on logic of knowledge and belief
are usually adopted.

The approach which uses the logic of knowledge and
belief to analyse protocols is to use modal logic similar to
those that have been developed for the analysis of the evolu-
tion of knowledge and belief in distributed systems. The
best-known and most influential logic was that developed
by Burrows, Abadi and Needham, commonly known as
BAN logic [32]. Since BAN logic does not attempt to
model knowledge, it cannot be used to prove results of
secrecy; it can only reason about authentication. A major
drawback of BAN logic is the lack of ability to recognize if
a bit string is a meaningful message [31,33]. In Ref. [33], it
has been showed that the protocol proposed in Ref. [35] has
a security flaw that the intruder can convince a participant
that a nonkey is a key. This attack can be prevented by
forcing the encrypted message to be formatted. Basically,
there are two kinds of approaches to increase the effective-
ness of BAN logic [31,33]. One of them is to increase the
scope of BAN logic itself. The extended version [34] of
BAN logic includes rules for reasoning about message
recognizability that makes it possible to reason about a
principal’s ability to recognize if a bit string is a meaningful
message. However, this extended version of BAN logic is
quite complex (containing over 50 rules). Since the
encrypted messages in our authentication protocol are
formatted, our authentication protocol is free from the
above attack. For simplicity, we only present proof of the
functionality of our authentication protocol using BAN
logic. In this subsection, we will verify if the functions of
the authentication protocol proposed in Section 4 are correct
by BAN logic.

In BAN logic, there are several sorts of objects: princi-
pals, encryption keys and statements. In our protocol, the
symbolS, V, andH denote specific principals;Kvh andh(Ksh)
denote the secret keys;N1,N2 andN3 denote specific state-
ments. The symbolsP, Q and R range over principals;N
ranges over statements;K ranges over encryption keys. The
only prepositional connective is conjunction, denoted by a
comma. The notationP$K Q denotes principalP shares a
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secret keyK with principalQ, S,X H denotes the formulaX
is a secret known only toSandH.!er H denoteser is the public
key of H and {N} K denotes the ciphertext of the messageN
encrypted under the keyK.

In our protocol, the goal of the authentication is to estab-
lish a shared session keyKi betweenS and V. Thus the
authentication is complete betweenS andV if there is aKi

such that

SbelievesS$Ki V andV believesS$Ki V:

A strong authentication may add the following two state-
ments:

S believesV believesS$Ki V and V believesS believes
S$Ki V:

Although V does not know the real identity ofS, he can
charge the communication cost to the pseudo-accountPAof
S. In our protocol, the message is presented in an informal
notation designed to suggest what the concrete implementa-
tion would be like. In the BAN logic analysis, the informal
notation must be transformed to an idealized form. The
idealized messages correspond quite closely to the messages
described in the proposed protocol. We transform our proto-
col into the idealized form as follows:

Message 1: S! V : { S,Ksh
H; ri} er

Message 2: V ! H : { S,Ksh
H; ri} er

Message 3: H ! V : { ri ;S$Ki V;N4} Kvh

Message 4: V ! S : { ri ;S$Ki V} Ki

For example, message 4 (Ii,ri)Ki of the authentication
protocol can be transformed to idealized message
{ ri ;S$Ki V} Ki

; which tellsS, thatKi is a key to communicate
with V. It is obvious that the initial assumptions must invari-
ably be made to guarantee the success of each protocol.
Generally, the assumptions state what keys are initially
shared between the principals, which principals have gener-
ated fresh nonces and which principals are trusted in certain
ways. The detail description of BAN logic can be found in
Ref. [32]. Upon receiving message 2,H decrypts the

received message {S,Ksh
H; ri} er : Since Ksh can only be

computed byH or Sand will be used as the secret key shared

betweenSandH, we assume whenH seesS,Ksh
H andri then

H believesS $Ki�h�Ksh·ri �H:

To analyze our protocol, we first give the following assump-

tions:

(a) SbelievesH controlsS$Ki V;
(b) V believesH controlsS$Ki V;

(c) H believesV$Ki H;

(d) V believesV$Kvh H;

(e) SbelievesS$Ki H;

(f) V believes fresh (N4);
(g) Sbelieves fresh (ri);
(h)Sbelieves!er H; and

(i) H believesS$Ki H:

Now we analyze the function of the authentication proto-
col proposed in Section 4 as follows.

From Message 4, assumption (e) and the message-mean-
ing rule, we derive

S believesH said �ri ;S$Ki V�:
From assumption (g), we can apply the nonce-verification
rule to it and obtain

S believesH believes �ri ;S$Ki V�:
From assumption (a), we can apply the jurisdiction rule to it
and derive

S believesS$Ki V: �5�
From Message 3, assumption (d) and the message-meaning
rule, we can derive

V believesH said �S$Ki V;N4�:
From assumption (f), we can apply the nonce-verification
rule to it and obtain

V believesH believes �N4;S$Ki V�:
From assumption (b), we can apply the jurisdiction rule to it
and derive

V believesS$Ki V: �6�
From Message 4, (5) and the message-meaning rule, we can
obtain

S believesV said �ri ;S$Ki V�:
From assumption (g), we can apply nonce-verification rule
to it can obtain

S believesV believesS$Ki V: �7�
From statements (5)–(7), we can know that our protocol has
the following three properties:

S believesS$Ki V;

V believesS$Ki V and S believesV believesS$K V:

The property “V believesS believesS$K V” can be
made whenS transmits the message�ri 1 1� encrypted by
the session keyKi to V in the following anonymous session.

5.2. Untraceability and accountability

The most important feature of our proposed protocol is
the untraceability property. Moreover, the subscriber and
the HSD must authenticate each other. We now show that
our proposed scheme satisfies the above properties.

Based on the technique of blind signatures, we first show
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that no one can derive the subscriber’s identification when
he uses the anonymous channel.

There are two possible ways that the identification of a
subscriber may be deduced by his HSD: (1) The HSD and
the VSD cooperate to derive the link between the plaintext
message�IDi ;C;Certi ;T1� which is sent toV in step 1 of the
ticket issuing protocol and the plaintext message�Ksh; ri�;
which is sent toV in step 1 of the authentication protocol;
(2) Acquire the identification ofS when he sends the
message {Ksh; ri} er

to V in step 1 of the authentication proto-
col or sends any message toV in the subsequent commu-
nication.

To derive the link between the string�IDi ;C;Certi ;T1�
and �Ksh; ri�; is computationally infeasible since it clearly
contradicts assumption (a) mentioned in Section 4. To
acquire the identification ofS when he sends the message
{ Ksh; ri} er

to V or sends any message toV in subsequent
communication is impossible since it contradicts assump-
tion (d) mentioned in Section 4.

Thus, we claim that the provided channel is untraceable.
In our protocol, the accounting of using wireless channel

is achieved by thePAs. When a subscriber requests a blind
ticket from the HSD, the HSD will withdraw a fixed amount
of money from the subscriber’s account. Upon receiving a
ticket from an anonymous subscriber, the HSD will assign a
PA to this ticket. All costs of using the wireless channel will
be deducted from itsPA until the volume ofPA is empty. If
some subscriber plans to use the anonymous channel with-
out paying the cost, he must forge a legal ticket
�Tkt00�dh modnh or impersonate a legal subscriberi in the
ticket issuing protocol. However, this contradicts assump-
tions (a) or (c) mentioned in Section 4. From the above, we
claim that the provided channel is accountable.

For manipulating the database ofPA, a ticket can only be
used during its lifetime. If the lifetime of the ticket expires,
the subscriber can renew the ticket by the ticket renewal
protocol.

5.3. The low exponent protocol failures

Due to the mobile communication characteristics, a wire-
less network requires a public cryptosystem that offers low
computational cost. Therefore in our protocol the HSDs will
publish the modified RSA’s encryption keye� 2 with
different modulon [24,25]. Although there are two kinds
of the well-known low exponent protocol failures in Refs.
[36–38], we show why our protocol can withstand these
kinds of protocol failures.

5.3.1. The messages are encrypted with the same modulo
In our protocol, every subscriber only has to encrypt his

private message with his HSD’s Rabin’s public keyer. A
cryptoanalyst can only eavesdrop equations as follows:

c1 � �IDi·C·Certi ·T1�2 moder ; �8�

c2 � �Ksh·ri�2 moder �9�
and

c3 � { Ksh·Tkt0�2 moder �10�
with the same moduloer.

In our scheme, 8 contain at least three unknown indepen-
dent variablesd , ri andd 0. A cryptoanalyst can only eaves-
drop a new equation containing another unknown
independent variableri11 or d 00 in the �i 1 1�th authentica-
tion protocol or another ticket renewal protocol. Thus, our
scheme is free from the attack proposed in Ref. [38].

Since these variablesd , ri11, ri, d
0 andd 00 are independent

random variables, it is intractable to find public equations
between them. Any attack in Ref. [36] cannot be used in our
scheme.

We claim that to solve Eqs. (8)–(10) we have to break
Rabin’s scheme. It had been shown that breaking Rabin’s
scheme [24] is equivalent to solving the factorization
problem. Therefore, our protocol is against this kind of
low exponent attack.

5.3.2. The messages are encrypted with the different
modulos

The protocol failure mentioned in Refs. [37,38] is as
follows. In a distributed environment, assume that useri
has his own RSA public keysei � 3 andni. Suppose that
a user plans to send a secure messageM to usersj, k and l.
The ciphertexts areCj � M3 modnj ; Ck � M3 modnk and
Cl � M3 modnl :

If nj, nk and nl are relatively prime, we can compute
M3 mod�njnknl� from Cj, Ck andCl by the Chinese remain-
der theorem. SinceM3 , njnknl ; M can be recovered. Ifnj,
nk and nl are not relatively prime, then these composite
numbers can be factored.

In our protocol, although a user may has several handsets,
each handset (subscriber) can only register with a unique
SD. All sensitive messages transmitted in the wireless
uplink channel must be encrypted with his HSD’s Rabin’s
public keyer. So any cryptoanalyst can only get equations
with the same moduloer which makes our protocol free
from this kind of low exponent attack.

6. Discussion

6.1. Transparency to the VSD in the authentication process

We can think that the anonymous channels [4,5] are
another advanced services, such that any subscriber needs
to pay additional cost for using them. If the mail system
supports the anonymous channel and the usual channel
simultaneously, a subscriber can choose either type of
these two services without disclosing any information of
what the service is. Considering the authentication protocol
of Section 4, the authentication message {Ksh; rj} er

of jth
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anonymous call can be easily replaced as the other authen-
tication message {IDi ;Certi;j ;Tj} er

; where Certi;j �
�Tj ; gj�f �Keyi �; Tj is a timestamp andg j is a random number.
Thus, no one except the HSD knows if the request is an
anonymous message or a regular message. This implies
that our proposed protocol can be easily embedded in the
existing wireless authentication protocol without effecting
the underlying structure of the VSD. The only thing that has
to be done is that the service provider (the HSD) needs to
distinguish the proposed authentication protocol and other
existing protocols.

6.2. Implementation considerations

Different from Kerberos [39] where the ticket lifetime is
chosen by the key server, the ticket lifetime is chosen by the
subscriber in our protocol. This approach allows the subscri-
ber to hide the ticket lifetime information when he
purchases a ticket. The service provider can provide several
values of the duration that the ticket is valid according to the
response time the subscriber can tolerate, e.g. if there are
three kinds of durations: one, three and five years. If the
subscriber chooses the duration time as five years, he can
use this ticket longer but has a longer waiting time for the
service provider to check the validation of this ticket since
for checking the validity of the ticket it has to search a much
larger ticket database.

We assume that a portable unit contains a low-power
microcontroller in order to perform the various tasks associ-
ates data manipulation and user interface. A typical 8-bit
microcontroller dissipates 75–150 MW when operating at
6 MHz. Beller et al. [11] implemented modular multiplica-
tion on a typical microcontroller, such that, the implementa-
tion completes a single 512-bit modulo multiplication in
180 ms. The network server (HSD) can be done using a
special-purpose processor. Dusse´ and Kaliski [40] have
published an algorithm and claimed performance results
that correspond to performing a single 512-bit modular
multiplications in around 145ms on a general-purpose
Digital Signal Processor (DSP). A single such processor
could perform the decryption of the modified RSA crypto-
systems [24,25] for 10–20 calls/s. Assume three calls per
user per hour, thus the processor can support 12 000–
24 000 customers.

Wheneh � 3; our protocol requires a precomputation on
the order of 200 modular multiplications (20 s on an 8-bit
microcontroller) in the portable unit for the ticket issuing
protocol because the subscriber must compute the inverse of
b to extract the real ticket from the blind ticket. The ticket
issuing protocol can be performed in advance, and the
ticket can be preserved for future authentication. For the
ticket renewal protocol, it only needs three modular multi-
plications: one for encrypting the old ticket message and
two for verifying the new ticket when receiving the ticket
from the HSD.

6.3. Comparison of protocols

We summarize the functionality and complexity of
related wireless authentication protocols in Table 1. The
most important feature of our protocol is its untraceability.
Generally, the adversaries can be classified into “outsiders”
and “insiders”. An “outsider” is one who can only ascertain
what can be intercepted via radio waves, while an “insider”
is one who can obtain information by theft, conspiracy or
computer system intrusion. An “insider” can be either a
VSD or the HSD. Generally, the HSD will keep some secret
information of the subscriber, such as the subscriber’s secret
key. The only secret information shared between the
subscriber and the VSD is the session key for some session
call. From Table 1, we know that no one can derive a
sender’s identification in our protocol. Lin et al.’s scheme
and Samfat et al.’s scheme can hide a sender’s identification
from outsiders and the VSD but not the HSD. For GSM and
Beller et al.’s scheme, the VSD and the HSD both know a
sender’s identification when the sender sends messages.
Beller et al. proposed a session key protection scheme that
if some subscriber’s secret key has been compromised, the
old session keys will not been compromised. In our authen-
tication protocol, theith session keyKi is the hash value of
the blind ticketKsh and theith challenge valueri. All the
challenge values are encrypted by the HSD’s Rabin’s public
key. If the HSD’s Rabin’s secret key has not been compro-
mised, and even if the intruder knows the subscriber’s secret
key, he still can not know the conversation of theith session.
In our authentication protocol, the number of multiplica-
tions is 1 for the subscriber by using the Rabin’s encryption
function. The number of multiplications in GSM is zero
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Table 1
The functionality and complexity of related wireless authentication protocols

Untraceability Session key protection Non-trusted authority Mod multiplies

Outsider VSD HSD

GSM [8] Yes No No No No 0
Beller [11] Yes No No Yes No 2
Samfat [16] Yes Yes No No No 2
Lin [15] Yes Yes No Yes No 1
Our scheme Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 1



since it only uses the one-way hashing functions to imple-
ment the authentication protocol.

Assume thatn is the number of potential anonymous
senders in the dc-net method,t the number of mix-agents
in the mix-net approach andx the number of bit operations
of a DES encryption,r the number of bit operations of an
RSA encryption, with a 512-bit modulo, andy the computa-
tion cost of the subscriber in our authentication protocol,
which includes one modulo multiplication and one DES
decryption (for simplicity, we assume the bit length ofIi

and ri is less than 64). Table 2 illustrates the comparison
of related anonymous channels. Mix-net needs at least a
trustworthy mix-agent to preserve the sender’s identification
privacy. A dc-net needs all possible senders to cooperate
when someone sends an anonymous message. Our protocol
needs neither a trustworthy agent nor all potential senders
cooperating during an anonymous message transmission.
User authentication is not considered in the dc-net method
since all potential senders need to cooperate when someone
is delivering an anonymous message and all potential
senders is the candidate of the current sender. If the anon-
ymous message ismbits, the communication complexity of
our protocol is 5mbits which include two messages between
MS and BS, two messages between BS and MSC and one
message between MSC and MSC. In the dc-net method, it
neednmbits to send anmbits anonymous message which is
very impractical in a large network. In Ref. [40], a fast RSA
implementation on the DSP56000 achieves 11.6 Kbits/s for
512-bit exponentiation with the Chinese remainder theorem
and the DES implementation with the optional DES chip
runs at 3.8 Mbits/s in the CBC mode. In the above imple-
mentations, the ratio ofr/x is about�3:8 × 106 × 8�=�11:6 ×
103� � 2:62× 103

: Typically, under a modulusn, the
computation time for a modular exponentiation operation
is about O�unu� times that of a modular multiplication
whereunu denotes the bit length ofn. By the repeated squar-
ing and multiplication method, a modular exponentiation
operation is about 3unu=2 times that of a modular multiplica-
tion. By this method, the ratio ofy/r is about ��2=3n�1
�1=2:62× 103�� � ��2=3 × 512�1 �1=2:62× 103�� < 1:34×
1023

: The computation cost for the subscriber in our
scheme is onlyy 1 dm=64ex bit operations. But the computa-
tion cost of the mix-net method [4] for transmittingm bits

anonymous message isdm=512e�t 1 1�r bit operations. In the
dc-net method, since each potential sender must compute
the sum (modulo two) of all theith bits of the keys he shares,
the computation cost for transmittingm bits anonymous
message ism�n 2 1�: In the dc-net method, each sender
must share a secret key with every other potential sender.
But in our scheme, every subscriber only needs to share a
secret key with his HSD. In the mix-net method [4], every
sender has to keep all mix-agents’ public keys and the recei-
ver’s public key. In our approach, the sender only has to
keep H’s public key. It is more suitable for the dc-net
method to use the broadcast transmission mode to transmit
messages since all interested users need to compute the sum
of all potential senders’ outputs. But in the mix-net methods
[4], since the sender only needs to transmit the anonymous
message to the first trusted agent, it does not need broadcast
a channel to transmit anonymous messages.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an efficient scheme for provid-
ing an anonymous channel service in wireless communica-
tions. By this service, many interesting applications with
user identification confidential can be easily realized. Our
scheme can be easily applied to the existing mobile commu-
nication systems, such as GSM, CDPD, without affecting
the underlying structure of VSDs. The user anonymity in
our scheme is neither based on any trusted authority nor on
the cooperation of all potential senders. Nobody can trace
the identification of any subscriber when he uses the anon-
ymous channel. Further, no one but the HSD authority can
distinguish anonymous messages from normal messages.
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